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Exclusive:
The one-world
conspiracy
•

by Crlton Zoakos

We are reliably informed that "the boys" in the National
Security Council have "written off' the lives of the 50

world currency during 1979 if possible. The crisis in Iran
was manufactured for the purpose of providing them

American hostages in Teheran as far back as two weeks

with a handy crisis-management instrumentality for pur

ago. This bit of information coheres with such further

suing this goal.

related developments now breaking into public purview

Literally halfthe Carter cabinet deployed into Europe

as: Representative Hansen's (R-Id.) charing that the

and the Middle East throughout last week, leading a

Carter administration at the highest level connived in

charge of secondary-level bureaucrats, running from

setting up the taking of American hostages; Democratic

capital to capital to threaten and pound their fists on

Presidential hopeful Lyndon LaRouche charging and

tables: Secretary of State Cyrus Vance in London, Paris,

substantiating treason by the administration; and the

Bonn and Rome; Defense Secretary Harold Brown in

shah of Iran supplying devastatihg details of how in fact

Brussels, Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti in the

the Carter administration deliberately paved the way for

Hague; Energy Secretary Charles Duncan in Paris; Sec

the Ayatollah Khomeini's ascension to power.

retary of the Treasury G. William Miller in the Middle

For months, insiders in possession of this and other
more substantial information, were puzzling over why

East.
Underneath them, a swarm of antidollar bureaucrats,

the Carter administration did act to overthrow the shah

including Solomon, Carswell, Cooper et al. The entirety

and, more recently, did deliber�tely set up the taking of

of this diplomatic invasion of Europe and the Middle

American hostages.
The answer to these two questions is now known:
The controllers of the Carter administration are bent
on immediately destroying the United States dollar as a
18
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East was focused on pushing the following two objec
tives: First, replace the international role of the dollar
with a "currency diversification" scheme, namely the

establishment of 10 distinct, isolated arid self-sufficient
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currency zones around the globe which will supervise the
decoupling of the advanced-sector economies from the
Third World and the drastic reduction of international

trade activities permanently; second, force the advanced

will succeed in bolstering the dollar as a precondition for
launching an era of industrial and commercial prosperity
in the 1980s.

Behind the "currency diversification" commitments

sector itself, Europe, Japan and North America, to con

of the maniacs in the Carter administration stands, as we

and energy production generally. The ostensible reason

CEESTEM which have jointly produced a highly confi

outrage of our allies, is solidarity against Khomeini "in

Nations Special session next May.

duct a one-shot massive reduction of their oil imports

for the U.S. government officials demanding such an

have discovered, the Club of Rome, UNITAR and

dential document which they plan to drop upon a United

order to save the American hostages."

This, therefore, is the reason why, as the shah of Iran

charges, the Carter administration put Khomeini in pow

Hostages, oil and dollar busting
A few words about the particular form Of insanity

Representative Hansen charge, the Carter administra

commitment by U.S. government officials to dollar bust

er, and, as Mr. LaRouche and, on a more limited track,
tion connived to have American hostages taken by the
Muslim Brotherhood maniacs at Teheran.

embedded in this document and reflected in the obsessive

ing.

The Club of Rome/UNITAR/CEESTEM document

The diplomatic invasion of Europe from Washington

is authored by a group of people with lengthy pedigrees

Miller was literally kicked out of Saudi Arabia upon his

European aristocracy known as the "one worlders,"

has, however, failed so far. Treasury Secretary G. W.

in the service of that branch of ancient, entrenched

mere suggestion of "diversification" out of the dollar.

which include the Belgian, Dutch and British Royal

of Gallic and Germanic sa voir vivre; the hastily assembled

Nations and the United Nations, the more ancient Haps

Atlantic Institute and the EC Monetary Commission

which traditionally prefer to work through such Catholic

Paris and Bonn jointly gave Secretary Vance the chilliest
meetings of the Bank for International Settlements, the

were taken over by joint Franco-German forces deliver

ing resounding No's to "currency diversification." In

separate statements, the French and West German gov

ernments proclaimed that one of the main aims of the
European Monetary System is the defense of a strong

and prosperous United States dollar. Secretary Duncan's

demands for further oil import cutbacks were soundly

voted down at the lEA meeting in Paris.

When the week ended the dismal reports were filed at

the intelligence departments of New York's investment

houses, a new avenue of attack was defined by Schroder's

Bank, one of the key strategists behind the current

insanity in Washington: We cannot break the Europeans

families, the Cecil family, founders of both the League of

burg, Pallavicini, Collonna and Wittelsbach families
institutions as the Society of Jesus, the Justitia et Pax

Commission, the World Council of Churches, Louvain

and Georgetown Universities, the Kennedy Institute of
Bio-Ethics, etc.

The combined financial, diplo'matic, cultural, mili

tary and intelligence clout of these assembled forces is, at
this time, all focused on the singular objective of estab
lishing a series of "supranational," "global," "plane

tary" institutions which will override and circumvent the

competencies of sovereign nation-states in such crucial

areas as energy production and distribution, control over
science and technology policies, currency, financial and
credit policies, production and distribution of basic raw

unless we first break the Saudi influence in OPEC. The

materials, and law.

capitulate and accept "currency diversification" and dol

sive is the interests of the classical nation-state and its

oil price increase and a reduction of their oil supplies

extent that it reflects the sovereign powers of the Ameri

Germans and the French, according to this version, will
lar busting, only if they are first hit by another massive

imposed by OPEC "radicals."
Hence,

massive

London-New

York-Washington

The principal obstacle of the "one-worlders" offen

sovereign prerogatives. The United States dollar, to the

can Republic, has been targeted by the traitors in the

Carter administration because these people, rather than

pressure is now being focused on the upcoming OPEC

being public servants, have in fact been installed into the

Arabia, the infernal situation contrived by British intel

the "one world" crowd.

1978.

Security advisor, said to the Baltimore Sun on Dec. 12,

summit in Caracas, Venezuela on Dec. 17. Within Saudi

ligence is already reminiscent of Iran in the summer of
Between now and New Year's Eve, enormous strateg

ic forces will be escalating their engagement in a struggle
to determine whether the world markets will be broken

up by this "currency diversification scheme" or whether

France and West Germany-centered forces of the EMS
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pivotal positions of American government as agents of
As Jesuit-trained Zbigniew Brzezinski, the National

the transformation occurring in world politics since the
taking of American hostages at Teheran, is the most
momentous since "the Treaty of Westphalia of 1648."

The issue now as then is the very survival of the nation
state as mankind's central institution.
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